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The limited palette
portrait
Ann Witheridge continues her series on portraits, progressing to
painting in oils. She advises on a suitable palette, brushes and support,
with a demonstration by Archie Wardlaw
London Fine Art
studios we
believe it is best
o start with a
limited palette when you
move on to painting
portraits in oils. It is
essential to understand
just how much these
colours can do before
relying on hundreds of
colours to get to the same
end . It is also simpler to
remember how to mix
colours if your options
have been limited.
The finding of shape and form, of
values and edges is what creates the
image, but the handling of the paint
and the manipulation of the colour is
your calligraphy and what will most
clearly define your style. I would say
the shapes, form and values are the
structure and scaffolding of the
painting, the foundat ion . The
brushwork and colour are the
plasterwork and cornicing.

well worth making a colour wheel and
,colour charts with this limited palette.
You will be amazed about how many
colours you can create. Once you have
learnt how to use these colours, it will
make adding extra colours a luxury
rather than a necessity.

A

Brushes and support
Don't scrimp on the quality of your
brushes as they are the most important
part of your painting kit. The quality,
shape and the hairs used define your
calligraphy and style. Look after your
brushes well - I remove all the paint
with an odourless turpentine substitute
and then wash them in olive oil soap.
To start with, use a filbert as you can lay
down the paint well and the edges
natu rally soften with each other. I use
Rosemary & Co brushes.
Make sure your canvas isn't rough, as
cheap cotton canvas can ruin your
brushes. You can paint in oils on any
surface, such as linen, cotton, wood,
paper, silk and copper, if it is prepared.
I prefer Claessens oil-primed linen.
www.painters-online.co.uk

The limited palette (the Zorn
palette)
Ivory black: acts as a very soft blue.
It is amazing how blue it can appear
when mixed with white , especially if
placed next to a warmer tone.
e Yellow ochre: a very warm yellow
and a very soft colour, unlike a sharp
cadmium yellow.
e Red (cadmium or vermilion). I like
cadmium red light but many artists use
cadmium red medium. Cadmium red is
a warm red.
e White (titanium or zinc). Traditionally
artists would have used lead. Adding
the white to a colour can completely
change its temperature , usually making
it cooler.

•

Palette
A good-quality palette will be lighter to
hold. Don't work on a white palette as
you will not be able to gauge your
values or colours and key everything
too light. There are lots of tear-off grey
palette s available. Many artists work on
glass palettes as they are easy to clean.
I have one, under which I have placed a
mid-tone grey piece of paper. Ideally, I
like working with a New Wave palette,
which is a lightweight maple wood
palette.

Colours
Good-quality paints have a much
greater tinting power and you will be
able to build up the paint better (I like
Michael Harding), but I think as a
beginner it is sometimes better to start
with cheaper paint, so that
you are not precious about
using a generous amount.
Remember colour is not a
necessity as we can
complete a whole portrait
with just one colour, like
burnt umber or any of the
earth tones, or even pure
black with a touch of red .
If you have the time it is

Values with colour
When trying to darken or lighten a
value and colour, don't presume that
you can just add more white or more
black. It is most often the intensity or
saturation of colour that will make the
colour appear darker or lighter by
giving it more impact. Black with a
touch of red appears darker than black
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alone. Likewise white with a touch of
yellow or red will appear lighter. We
call the saturation of the colour the
chroma (the Greek word for colour).

The start: toning the support
The first thing is to tone your canvas.
Use a touch of turpentine to help move
the paint around and keep it
transparent but be cautious about the
amount of time you use as it takes a
while to dry and, as I always say to my
students, it is not turpentine painting
but oil painting. Turpentine evaporates,
so we are only using it to tone the
canvas. I sometimes add a little oil to
my turps to help keep the surface wet,
especially if I am working on paper or
board. Add black with a tiny amount of
red ; be cautious, red is a powerful
colour so proportionally add much less
red than black.
The start is incredibly important.
There is no point being sloppy about
the amount of turpentine you use, or
not getting the ratio of red, black and
turps correct. Make sure you tone your
painting support. The word support can
be thought of literally and figuratively ;
a support, not something to dominate
or restrict your handling and paint.

DEMONSTRATION

Zorn Palette Portrait
This portrait was painted using
the Zorn palette, named after
Anders Zorn. As we don't have
any blue colour we have to create
the illusion of blues by making
the colours around it more red.
The benefits of a limited palette
are that it is easier to get colour
harmony as only having one of
the three primary colours makes
garish colouring impossible.

• STAGE ONE
I toned the canvas to a more
neutral value and colour to make
it easier to judge the values. I
then broke the portrait down into
the main light and dark shapes

~

STAGETWO

I blocked in the dark values. The
limited palette means we can't
always get the exact colour seen,
but we can get the right
temperature relationships. It is
easier to lighten a dark area than
darken a light area, so make sure
you go dark enough in the
shadows

The block-in and likeness

•
Ann Witheridge Tom, oil, 16 X 12in
(40.S X 30.Scm).
In this I only used the four colours.
I really tried to push the clean colours. Look
how blue I have made his eyes appear, just
with black and white
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Visually this is the same as charcoal in
terms of shapes and the same as
pastels in terms of temperature. Onto
your toned canvas you are putting
down the shapes, the five essential
darks and the correct temperature. This
should be a little warmer and darker
than the tone of the canvas.
The painting will look richer and more
exciting with the colour and the varying
planes, with the information in the
eyes, but the likeness is all about this
first stage. You must edit your five
essential darks within the relationship
of the background at this stage. You
haven 't yet got any opaque paint down
so you can edit away without getting
your shapes muddy. Only work in two
values. The five essential darks are the
darker value and the rest of the portrait

is the light (the toned canvas) . It is easier
to edit in two values. The modelling is
created with the other colours.

The modelling
When we look at nature we see the
lights before the darks, therefore it
makes sense to paint the lights first
and build up the paint here. Do not put
the information in the darks. The
easiest way is to look at the
relationship of the darks to the lights.
This is where the most obvious half
tones will be. Make sure you key them
low enough so that they work as a
transition between the lights and darks.
When the light source is warm, the
lights and darks will be warm. Your
cools will be in the half tones. Try
putting pure ochre down. It will appear
a little saturated - chromati c - so use
www.pai nters-onl ine.co.u k

PRACTICAL

... STAGE THREE
With the shadows established I painted the darker lights
first, knowing I could build the highlights on top.
Temperature relationships are even more important in
the lights, so I used a little more cadmium red in the
warmer areas such as the cheeks and nose, and then
cooled other areas using ivory black and titanium white

~

FINISHED PAINTING

Archie Wardlaw Zorn Palette Portrait, oil on canvas,
24X20in (61 X51 cm).
I brought the portrait together by checking the edges
between values and colours. If you want a softer
transition somewhere it is usually better to mix the
colour needed between the two areas rather than just
blending them together to create softness. This is
because the two colours mixed together may produce a
colour than is completely wrong in temperature. Hair
lines and eyebrows are so often painted too sharply, so
make sure you have softened them enough

your black to make it a little greener
and softer, and your white to soften it.
Yellow ochre is just earth so use it to
build up the thickness of the paint.
You might want to put a highlight
down , perhaps on the forehead to get
the value range. Use white with a little
red or ochre . The transition of the
forehead to hairline will appear to be
strong but the lightest note is not on
the edge of the light mass but inside
the mass. Think of the forehead as a
sphere that has a form that turns away
from the light into half tone and dark.

Temperature
When trying to find what temperature
the half tone and lights are, it is all
about relative colours. Add ochre to
black and you will get green. Add ochre
to red and you will get orange, it is as

www.painters-online.co.uk

simple as the primary colour wheel. It is
amazing how if you add black to white,
and have clean greens or oranges
neighbouring the black and white , the
colour will appear completely blue. ii!

Next month: Painting with an e xtended
palette

Ann Witheridge studied art history at Christ's College,
Cambridge before moving to Italy to study art full-time. She
has been teaching drawing and painting in the atelier tradition
for 20 years. Ann founded London Fine Art Studios to teach the
craft of drawing and painting to dedicated artists.
http://annwitheridge.com
Archie Wardlaw trained at
London Fine Art Studios, where he
now teaches. He also accepts
portrait commissions.
archiewardlaw.com.
http://londonfi neartstudios.com
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